
Commissions and fees

1. Application area

Cryptokg (hereinafter "Company") undertakes to act in the interests of the Client objectively, honestly and
professionally by providing investment services (hereinafter "Services").

Based on the above, the purpose of this document is to determine the costs and fees that are charged by the
Company for the provision of its Services, explanatory information for expedited understanding
(hereinafter the "Policy").

The following fees and costs that apply at the time the Company provides the Services will apply to all
customers of the Company.

2. Types of costs and fees
1. Spreads

Spreads - the difference between the ask price (Bid) and the purchase price (Ask) of tokenized assets. The
spread is automatically debited at the moment a transaction is opened. For different instruments, the spread
has a different purpose, and the type can be variable or fixed. There are several factors that affect the size
of the spread. The main and important thing is the liquidity of the instrument. Leading instruments are
traded with lower spreads (ASK / BID difference), while rare instruments are traded with higher spreads.
Market volatility is also worth considering. In volatile markets, spreads are generally wider than in calm
market conditions. The price of shares directly affects the spreads, which can increase at low prices, since
they are tied to ideas where inexpensive securities are new or small, which means they are less liquid.



2. Overnight swap

Swap - the percentage that is charged to the trader's account for positions that were held at night. It appears
through trading using margin trading (leveraged funds). That is, the trader uses part of his funds to open a
position (used margin), borrowing the full value of the contract from the broker. The swap fee is charged
only for night trading and depends on the official interest rate of the base currency.

3. Conversion fee

The company has the right to charge a conversion fee in cases where the account currency differs from the
currency of the instrument being traded. The conversion fee is applied by the Company to the conversion
rate used, therefore it affects any possible conversions: used margin, loss / profit, overnight swap,
Roll-over position and dividend adjustment.

4. Downtime fee

If the Client's Account is inactive for 90 days (three months) or more, the Company will charge the
inactive client accounts a fee for the provision of services (Maintenance), administration and management
of these accounts. The Company will charge thirty USDT monthly for inactive accounts.

How do fees and commissions work?

1. If a trader has more than one trading account and all such trading accounts are inactive, the
inactivity fee will be deducted separately from each inactive account.

2. If a trader has more than one trading account, and at least one of these accounts is active, the
inactivity fee will be applied to all inactive accounts.



3. If there is less than thirty USDT remaining in any inactive account subject to an inactive fee, the
inactive fee for that account is equal to the inactive account balance. The Company reserves the
right to charge retroactively for downtime during any month during which the Company was
entitled to charge, but did not do so for certain technical reasons.

4. The funds that remain after deducting the downtime fee on the inactive account remain with the
Client. At the same time, the Company is obliged to keep and store records, return these funds at
the request of the Client at any time after the request.

5. If the trader's account is inactive for more than one year, the Company reserves the right (after
making a call or e-mail to the Client, using the last specified contact information) to close the
Client's account. Any funds from the Client's account will be transferred by the Company to the
Client's bank account from which they were previously received, unless other information is
indicated by the Client in writing.


